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SECRETARY’S
REPORT
By Marc Marotta
Divisional Secretary

Train Drivers Lives at Risk

On the night of 22 August 2014, a V/Line empty
car train collided with a Metro Train that
was stationary at Altona. The V/Line Driver
sustained injuries but was able to participate in
the preliminary V/Line enquiry on 25 August
2014.
I was able to speak with the Driver. He recounted
the events up until the collision took place. He
had passed the automatic signal at stop, as
per regulation 1. His only error was to allow
the VLocity Train to roll over the prescribed
speed in the regulation.
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For anyone who hasn’t driven a V/Locity, they
roll very well—probably better than any
rolling stock in Victoria—and can easily creep
up over the speed limit if you’re not watching
closely.
The V/Line Driver said that he was almost on
top of the stationary Metro Train before he
could see it, because there were no red tail-lights
on. The information from the data logger supports
his statement.
I have listened to hundreds of accounts
from Drivers over the years, and can usually
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pick up any deficiencies in the story, or someone •
not telling the whole truth. On this occasion, I
believe the Driver was telling the whole truth. He
didn’t see the train.
On the weekend of the 23-24 August, the
Locomotive Division came into possession of
the fault history of Comeng Number 427 which
shows the following:
•

20th Aug 2014-defective red tail-lights were
booked with fault number 1243313, allegedly
rectified.

•

Then it shows motor number 427 booked
on the 21st Aug 2014 - defective red
tail-lights fault number 1243360, allegedly rectified.

4

On 22nd Aug 2014 a V/Line driver carrying
out rule 1 ‘passing automatic signal at
stop’ collides into motor number 427. The
V/Line driver injured. In his statement
he states ‘no red tail-lights’.
Below, I have reproduced the copy
of the
computer record that was accessed on the 23rd
Aug 2014.
This information was also passed onto V/Line.
V/Line advised us that the two CEO’s had
come
to an agreement for full and frank
disclosure of all information leading up to this
collision.
The V/Line driver was then summoned to
an inquiry by the Office of the National Rail Safety
Regulator (ONRSR). The Locomotive Division
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secured some legal representation for the resolution to deal with regulation 1/ 3 ‘detention at
V/Line driver and by all accounts ONRSR’s an automatic signal’ whilst operating in the Metro
focus was on the speed of the driver rather than territory.
the adequacy of the regulation of passing
automatic signals at the stop position.
Below is a reproduction of the resolution:
Unconfirmed reports about the faults history is
that Metro trains has dismissed it as the
Union playing politics. At this point I realised that
the focus is slating the blame to the V/Line driver.
Throughout my career passing automatic signals
at the stop (once called regulation 74 and now
Rule 1) has been problematic, the onus is
always put back on the driver. Drivers and second
persons have lost their lives and drivers have had
their careers curtailed because it’s much easier to
sacrifice a driver than to improve the regulation
and lighting of trains.
That was when all the operators in the state were
diligent about not taking trains into service that
have defects such as defective red tail-lights or no
head-lights; which is what Metro Trains currently
states as Safe Work practice and is subject to a
court case that the Locomotive Division has
brought against Metro Trains.
I’ve further found that ONRSR over the period of
the investigation has had a workshop with Metro to
reconfigure the current regulation. As this was
done in secret I can’t tell you what they’re
proposing but given Metro’s history I’m not
optimistic.
The Locomotive Division has just completed
State-wide mass meetings with V/Line and Metro
depots to discuss the problem and have passed a

That this Sub Committee resolves that when
operating trains in the Metro territory and
is detained at an automatic signal they
will exercise their right per regulation
1/3(detention at an automatic signal) not
to pass an automatic signal at ‘STOP’
during the hours of darkness or poor/
restricted visibility and will only enter the
section when the signal is at ‘PROCEED’.
We repudiate Metro’s dangerous and
irresponsible practice of keeping trains in
service without working head lights and with
defective red tail lights.
The
meeting
condemns
the
Metro
franchise for its disregard for our
member’s safety and that of the travelling
public.
Our advice to members that when detained at
an automatic signal is to contact Train Control or
Metrol and advise them of your location and
ascertain whether the section ahead is clear or not.
If it is occupied and you cannot see, the driver is
not obliged to pass automatic signal at stop. This
process has an added benefit of putting it ‘on the
record’ so that if any untruths are told they can be
then dealt with.
Marc Marotta

RTBU UNION ELECTIONS
VOTING
Postal Ballots Open 3rd November
Close 24th November 2014 at 5:00pm
NOV 2014
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VCAT Hearing
Against WORKSAFE and METRO TRAINS
The Locomotive Division is pursuing Worksafe and Metro Trains in VCAT. The
short version is these organisations have deemed it safe to have trains
operating during hours of darkness without working headlights.
The hearing date at VCAT is on Wednesday 12th November , scheduled over
an 8 day period from 10am, at the Review and Regulation list, 55 King Street
Melbourne. It is a public hearing and the more members that come to witness
proceedings the better.
Below is a photograph an Electric train driver took. The headlights were
functioning and he was able to stop short of a suicide attempt despite what
Metro says that headlights “are not for drivers to see”.
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By: Marc Marotta
I write this article to acknowledge the service to the Union and thereby his service to his workmates. Terry
Sheedy is one of those rare individuals that straddles the steam era and the evolution to the current modern
loco motor. He has witnessed massive changes in the rail industry over his long career.

With 49 years on Locomotives and electrical trains in his employment in Victoria under
Vic Railways, National Rail, Freight Aust, and on the sparks from National Express, Connex
and Metro.
Terry’s railway career commenced in 1965 at Geelong Loco. Terry made his first appearance as a union
representative in 1973 at Jolimont Spark Depot, as a member of the Australian Federated Union of
Locomotive Enginemen (AFULE). Terry has held Union positions at a number of locations; Jolimont, Flinders
Street, Central Depot (Dynon), and National Rail (North Dynon).
He has held Vic Branch Positions and he is still the state President for the R.T.B.U. A forty one year union
career of representing his workmates. I congratulate him for unwavering commitment to worker’s rights.
I first started to work with Terry in the early nineties. Some of the qualities I admire are his courage in the
face of a management challenge, and his loyalty to his work mates. I have learned much from him over the
years. His knowledge of Union Rules and their application is unparalleled. I have often sought his advice.

On a personal level, I consider working with Terry over the last twenty years a privilege. I have fond
memories of long road trips to address members at country depots. Terry Sheedy is someone I respect and
consider a mate and wish a long and healthy retirement.

Thanks and all the best, Terry.

NOV 2014
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PRESIDENT’S
PARAGRAPHS
By Terry Sheedy
Divisional President

THE LAST PARAGRAPH

membership thank them for their tireless efforts.
I also appreciate the support from the members of the
Divisional Committee, except one J Styles who doesn’t
attend meetings but appears to have plenty of time to
write shit sheets full of untruths and criticism of yours
truly – which have become insulting. J Styles is
becoming more like a manager than a union
representative.
And, last but not least, I would like to acknowledge the
great efforts of the Union Office Manager Suzi Ignatidis
and her support of the Divisional Officers and the
membership. The same goes for the Office Reliever
Magda Wozniak who stepped in when Suzi went on
maternity leave.

Well it is time to enter the next phase of life as I retire
completely from the Union Movement as from the
declaration of the current union election results. It has
been a long road since I was elected to the Jolimont
Branch Committee of the A.F.U.L.E. in 1973 but the
years have flown by and it has been a satisfying 41 years
Vale Gough Whitlam
in negotiating pay increases and working conditions as What a great statesman and prime minister. 1916-2014 and a great
well as representing members and their welfare.
innings of 98 years. Gough was a step ahead of his time but he
achieved a lot in the three years he was leader of this country.
I proudly hand the baton of Branch Locomotive Divisional
President to my good friend Wayne Hicks who is the only He scrapped university fees so that working class kids could attend,
candidate for the position and has many years’ and created a universal health fund (Medicare) which was a lifesaver
experience as a union official. I expect him to also be the for families and which now the Liberals are trying to destroy and sell.
next Branch President after 25 November.
There were many other great achievements – such as the end of
conscription, withdrawal of troops from Vietnam, no fault divorce,
My 12 years as Branch Locomotive Divisional President lower voting age from 21 to 18, recognising and visiting China before
has been tough work at times with privatisation and with America and other western countries, sewerage for outer suburbs of
the number of smaller rail companies that don’t think they Melbourne and Sydney, Aboriginal land rights, and decentralisation
have to abide by E.B.A.s popping up like mushrooms.
which wasn’t continued by the Liberals. And the few negatives which
all governments experience – including that there wasn’t enough
During this time, and I don’t apologise to him for this, but money available for all Whitlam’s foreseen plans, forcing him to
I did convince the Locomotive Divisional Secretary Marc borrow from overseas to achieve his ambitions.
Marotta to return to the union movement and I wish to
thank him for his dedication to the members and the Whitlam was sacked by the Governor General Sir John Kerr in 1975
revival of the Locomotive Division, which was heading which caused a constitutional crisis. Kerr became famous for being
towards a basketcase.
drunk at the Melbourne Cup presentation which included a protest
against his actions. Our A.F.U.L.E. Divisional Secretary, the late
Under Marc’s leadership, the Locomotive Division has Steve Gibon, was locked up for being a militant protester.
come to own Levels 1 and 14 at 222 Kingsway (both
leased) and nearly own outright Level 6 at 1 Elizabeth In today’s elections, too much emphasis is placed on budgets having
Street , but that doesn’t stop the criticism during election to be in surplus. How life would be if voters like you and I never went
time from appointed Branch Secretary Luba Gregorovitch into deficit – we wouldn’t own our own home, or probably even a car
and National Vice President (Rail) James Styles – who – and it should be the same with governments.
criticise the Locomotive Division for spending money on
legal representation to take WorkCover and Metro to When I was about 12 years old I would always hand out ALP ‘How to
VCAT so that our members don’t have to drive trains with Vote’ cards at the Lethbridge Mechanics Hall from 8am to 8pm on
defective headlights or taillights, and cracked or broken polling day and didn’t ever think I would see a Labor Government
windscreens.
elected – and then along came Gough and the great “It’s Time”
musical which was supported by numerous celebrities, and Labor
I would also like to thank Jim Chrysostomou and Paris won federally and Cain won in the State of Victoria. It was well worth
Jolly for their assistance and their tireless efforts in the ten shillings I received each polling day.
representing members. Mongrel Metro stood Jim aside
for 10 weeks and Paris aside for 4 weeks, claiming some I didn’t ever think I would say this, but I must acknowledge the
unbelievable trumped-up allegations which were proven charming article by former Liberal Premier Jeff Kennett in the Herald
to be false. Both Jim and Paris were cleared with no Sun on 22 October – “The Big Fella I was Proud to Call a Comrade.”
further allegations considered – this was all about them It was a great, respectful article. Then on the opposite page of the
being Union officials.
Liberal-biased Herald Sun the Editorial read “Whitlam was Divisive” –
how disrespectful, and there was worse from the other Liberal brown
As the dispute with Metro not recognising the Union tongue Andrew Bolt, who couldn’t even wait for the funeral to be
Roster (S Roster) lingers on, both Jim and Paris have conducted.
been putting in exceptionally long hours to represent Shame.
membership and man their driving roster. I know that the
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Vale George Seymour 1916-2014
On Friday 10 October I attended the Funeral of
George Seymour at Drouin.
George, as Electric Running Superintendent at
the Electric Running Depot in Batman Ave, was
the best boss I ever had over my railway career.
He never forgot where he came from and would
always support his drivers and would love to stick
it up “The Traffic Branch.”
George had a great innings of 98 years and is
survived by his son Lindsay, and daughters
Lorraine and Joan.
There was one other driver in attendance; his
name being Bill Seymour (no relation) who I
remember bring a driver in Reservoir. Bill told me
he will be 91 in March next year (longevity must
go with the surname) and that he still drinks and
smokes. I said, “Bill don’t change a thing, and you
could make a ton.”

Dimboola Retirments

On Saturday 11 October I presented five of our P.N. Intermodal members with their copper plaques and
union caps at a great gathering of about sixty people at the Dimboola Footy Club.
The retiring members pictured below, most of whom I knew from National Rail days, were;
Hugh Brownlee (Biggles), Rodney Newman (Shakey), Bradley Brisby, Ian Moorhead, and Paul Beecroft.
P.N. made a presentation to the drivers first and then it was the union’s turn. The afternoon was well
organised by the local Social Club and Union Representatives and a good time was had by all.

NOV 2014
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Department of Education and
Early childhood Development
Student Scholarships for 2015
Opening November 2014
Scholarships are available for children of financial members of the Locomotive
Division. Applications can only be made online at the following address:
https://www.eduweb.vic.gov.au/scholarships/
Students will need their ‘end of year’ results to apply for a scholarship.
Students may apply for more than one scholarship. Students must provide all the
information that is requested of them in the application form and click on the
‘Submit’ button to lodge an application. Failure to do so will result in the
application being invalid.
Scholarships will be awarded after consideration of the student’s school
involvement and end of year results together with the student’s involvement in a
community group (such as sporting, church, hobby or charity).
Please check the closing date for applications on the application form of the
scholarship you wish to apply for as NO late applications are accepted.
Each scholarship is for One year available to sons or daughters of financial
members of the RTBU Locomotive Division.
The Frank Carey Memorial Scholarship (One Year 6 and Year 9 in 2014)
Students commencing year 7 or year 10 in 2015. Valued at $350 each.
The Steve Gibson Memorial Scholarship (One Year 10 in 2014)
Student commencing year 11 in 2015. Valued at $600.
Glenn Moorhead Memorial Scholarship (One Year 12 in 2014)
Student commencing tertiary education in 2015. Valued at $600.
Ken Matthews Memorial Scholarship (One Year 12 in 2014)
Student commencing tertiary education in 2015. Valued at $600.
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ASSISTANT SECRETARY
REPORT
By Jim Chrysostomou
Divisional Assist-Secretary

VCAT – Wing and a prayer

The decision about the safety of trains running
without headlights and with smashed windscreens
is imminent with a hearing scheduled over 8 days
and commencing 12th November 2014.
What is alarming at a recent Branch Executive
meeting were the line of questions raised by Luba
Grigorovitch and James Styles who voiced their
opposition to the Locomotive Division spending
money pursuing Metro Trains in relation to the
VCAT proceedings and other matters. This may
have been electioneering but not withstanding what
their line of questioning may be about, I found
myself explaining to the Executive what the purpose
of a Union is and why people joined a Union (e.g.
Protect and improve conditions, ensure safety,
represent the membership even if it one or more
people were affected etc., etc.).
I concluded by putting to the Executive what would
they like the Union to do nothing? Should we give
the employer a free kick with whatever they want to
do? The absence of a response by Luba and James
was deafening.

Farewell to
Comrade Sheedy
After 49 years in the Railways and 41
years dedicated to representing
members, Terry Sheedy is now hanging
up his boots.
I remember Terry when he started at the
sparks (for a second time) he was a vocal
and bold man with no fear. I admired
Terry because he would not walk away
from a fight but then again Terry never
did like walking.
The Prez will be sorely missed after a
long and meaningful career and I wish
Terry all the best in retirement chasing all
the old biddies.

All members are encouraged to attend the hearing
dates between 12/11/14 – 21/11/14.

NOV 2014
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LEGAL REPRESENTATIONS
The Victorian Locomotive Division uses the • Locomotive Division v WorkCover and
services of the proactive law firm Maurice
Metro joined
Blackburn.
Oct– to Dec 2013
I have listed some of the issues and cases that
Maurice Blackburn has assisted/advised on,
and sometimes represented the Locomotive
Division in the last 20 months.
•

Locomotive Division v Aurizon
-

•

-

Feb, July and Sep - 2014 Redundancies
Apr 2014 - non-payments of waged, super,
salary sacrifice and Employee Entitlements
Aug 2014 - RECO/Masked Fax/ Ray Evans
Fed Court Proceedings ongoing

March 2013 - non-payments of Relieving
expenses dispute
April 2013 and Sep 2014 - Metro Discipline of
RTBU Locomotive Division Member
June to Oct 2013 - Training Dispute
June to Sep 2013,Jan - Oct 2014 - OH&S • Locomotive Division v V/Line
Mar 2014- Driver Disciplinary Allegations
Safety Matters VCAT Review
May and Sep 2014 - RTBU Locomotive
July 2013, Feb , Aug and Sep 2014 Division Member unfair dismissal
Rostering Dispute
Oct 2014 - Defence of RTBU Locomotive
July 2013 - EA Bargaining
Division member involved in Incident.
Dec 2013 and Mar 2014 - Advise for RTBU
Locomotive Division Member
Jan 2014 - Train Preparations Dispute
Jan 2014 - TPWS and Craigieburn Wash Plant By Marc Marotta
Dispute
Apr to May and Oct 2014 - Non-payment of
pro-rata Long Service Leave
July 2014 - Right of Entry Dispute
Aug 2014 - Non-Payments of Accident Make
up Pay
Aug 2014 - Unfair Dismissal
of RTBU
Locomotive Division member
Sep 2014 - Training Dispute - non delivery
Oct 2014 - Heynington Incident –defence of
RTBU Locomotive Division member - ongoing

Locomotive Division v PN Bulk
-

-

April 2013 - Closure of Mildura Depot.
RTBU Locomotive Division Members jobs
under threat. Resolved with no job loss.
July 2014 - Bulk Rail Agreement 2014 advice.

•

RTBU Rule Changes advise Oct – Dec

•

Locomotive Division v Rail Pro/SCT
-

12

Jan 2014
Mar 2014
Apr 2014
May 2014
Aug 2014

Locomotive Division v RECO / Masked
Fox
-

Locomotive Division v Metro Trains
-

•

March 2013 - Sexual discrimination against a •
female

-

Sep to Oct 2013 - Stand Down of member
Oct 2013 - Bargaining agreement.
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METRO
REPORT

Union Elections

By Paris Jolly
Secretary—Metropolitan
Sub-Divisional Committee

It is again time to cast your vote and have your say
on who you believe should lead your union. The
election opens on the 3rd of November and ballots
must be returned to the AEC by the 24th of
November with ballots being counted by the 25th of
November. It is important you ensure you cast
your vote and have your say.

Rolling stock reliability
It is no surprise when you get on a train and there
are faults in the clip, it is rare these days if you find
a train without defects. The maintainers have
informed us there are approximately 800
maintenance faults running around at any one time
that they cannot get to. This places extra pressure
on other parts on the train and ultimately the cycle
continues with more faults being booked and more
faults that cannot be repaired.
Covers blown off train Siemens 2522T, the train had
recently been refurnished. The covers blew off with
such force it damaged the Comeng next to it.
(Rumour has it there was a power surge when an
Xtrap passed the train on the Frankston line.)

Xtrapolis on the Frankston line

Tool box talks

The one and only Xtrapolis train is now running on
the Frankston line! It does two trips a day to
Frankston and back and is then shunted back to
Burnley. When it arrives at Burnley four security
guards, one at each corner protect the train.

Metro managers are currently conducting toolbox
talks whilst travelling in the leading cab. They tell us
a toolbox talk is nothing more than a friendly chat
with the Driver to let them know what is going on
around the place. Whilst managers are entitled to
come into the Driving cab they must strictly comply
with the cab conduct policy. If the authorised
persons fail to act in accordance with the policy the
Driver must request them to refrain from further
disruptive behaviour. If the authorised persons
continue to act in a disruptive manner, the Driver
must stop the train at the next station and report the
matter to the Train Controller.

Before you can stable the train, a group of cleaners
assemble to ensure the train is spotless for its run
to Frankston the next day.

There is also a dedicated group of maintainers that
swamp the train to ensure it has no faults and is set
to go for the next day. The train then sits there
guarded by the security guards until the next day
when it embarks on its election winning trip to Metro family tree
Frankston.
It has been some time now since Metro has issued
a family tree, we have requested numerous times
We have been informed that only one Xtrapolis train for the information to be issued to the members.
will be able to run on the line at a time as if two Most members are unaware of who their Manager
Xtrapolis trains pass each other it will pull the is and would not know what they look like. This has
overhead. This will be the case until late next year been the subject of numerous disciplinary hearings
when Drivers have refused managers entry into the
as they do not intend to fix the substation problem
cab as they believed them to be a rude member of
until October. Allegedly the money budgeted for the the travelling public trying to gain access. Due to
upgrades was spent on signs, muffins and coffee to the high turnover of staff in the management ranks
announce the maiden voyage.
it is hard to keep track of who your manager is let
alone who is the manager at other locations.

NOV 2014
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SIGNAL SIGHTING
REPORT—V/LINE
By Colin Holly

Future Wyndham Vale South station.
with lifts and stairs for access down to the platforms.

Regional Rail Link.
The final section between Deer park and Manor
Junction has become part of the V/Line Network, the
absolute occupation was handed back Friday
10th October 2014.
As part of the commissioning final signal sighting and
test runs were completed at 160k/h. The process has
been long time in the making, with original signal scope
review four years ago. Track plans with proposed sight
lines formed the primarily signal sighting, some signals
were added and others moved to improve viewing.

The track area around the station has been excavated
for the two future suburban lines for the proposed
connection with Werribee. All the bridges between
Wyndham Vale and Manor Junction are constructed for
4 tracks, with a stabling area between the up and down
RRL lines on the down side Wyndham Vale South.

As the formation was constructed, we had opportunity to
drive through in a motor vehicle confirming the
positions. The signals were requested at high 5m above
rail level and at minimum clearance from track centre,
should the overhead be erected at a later stage, this will
position the signals under the steady arms.

The turn back at Wyndham Vale South is built on the
proposed alignment for a future platform, with the track
layout accommodating 4 platforms faces. The holding
road between the up and down lines has a maintenance
siding that is just past the change ends path. When the
siding is clear of vehicles it provides an overlap for a
medium speed aspect into the holding road, for clearing
the main line at a higher speed. 80 k/h points have been
installed for up departures from the holding road to the
up main line. The change ends path is sealed with post
& rail fencing and led lighting.

The LED signal light units are the same tri-colours uses
between Melb-Sunshine and Werribee-Geelong, this
provides for consistency on the corridor. Two new
stations completed at Tarneit and Wyndham Vale, both
in a similar appearance to the recent grade separation
projects. The platforms are built on the straight, 250m
long for 9 car operation. Wyndham Vale is built in a
cutting, with the main station building up at ground level,

The signalling around Tarneit and Wyndham Vale is
setup for quick follow on movements, autos have been
installed just prior to the platform and at the far end just
off the platform. For a following movement, once the
first train has cleared the platform by around 150m, the
auto leading into the platform will display bottom yellow
with red at the end, the short medium speed overlap
beyond the platform is protected by TPWS over speed

14
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Wyndham Vale South holding road.

Inadvertent under floor fire suppression discharge.

Down Approach Auto to Wyndham Vale platform and future metro track on left.

sensors on approach to the platform. If a driver
misjudges the approach to the medium speed or is
incapacitated, the TPWS will intervene to protect
the overlap.
We tested the TPWS for SPAD enforcement at
160k/h and found the trains were stopping in the
desired distance of 970m, as the discs heated up
the stopping distance was extended by about a car
length each time.
We also conducted a test by applying the service
brake at the same point the TPWS had been
intervening, this was to compare the stopping
distance between the emergency and EP/ Hydro,
surprisingly it stopped in almost the same length.
During the commissioning one of the traction
engines failed on the Vlocity. John Marotta
attended to the fault and was unable to start it. Shut
everything down and pulled the knife switch, then on
start up the under floor fire suppression system went off,

NOV 2014

Down Departure Auto at Wyndham Vale Platform.

causing quite a spectacle, with the engineers watching
on as the powder blew across their relay room.
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SIGNAL SIGHTING
REPORT—METRO
By David Mortimer
It has been a considerably busy period for projects
within the metropolitan area.
X’trap to Frankston
It is obvious to all that the project that has sucked
up most resources lately is for Early Introduction of
X’trap to Frankston, or more accurately “I want to
keep my electoral promise to Frankston with a
slow new train” Naptime. The project reduced
Craig Haber’s original 2013 report to what had to
be done to get the train there and back.

This project rolls on with electrical work started for
X’trap operation along the Altona Loop. Clearly the
next destination for X’traps is Werribee
Grade Separations.
It is flowing through that a number of grade
separations are in the planning pipe line.
Main road St Albans everyone should be aware of.
The back platform will become the Up track with
removal of the sidings in the final version. This
project I thought was shovel ready and fully
expected Naptime to be out there to turn the first
sod.

Reports on signalling requirements for X’traps to
Frankston date back to 2010, so this is not a new
subject. But somewhere along the line the report
was lost, then found and labelled as mere
suggestions from drivers. Eventually Metro panicked to get them in to fit in with the election.

Advanced planning is around for Blackburn Road
Blackburn and Bourke Road Gardiner. I both
projects we will be going under the road and in
both cases the project can be thought of as a
Nundawading / Springvale in style.

The changes that have occurred are Automatics at
Parkdale, Aspendale to Edithvale and Bonbeach
converted to LED. These have used the heads
removed from the Broadmeadows corridor as part
of KRESP.

Blackburn will keep grade and signalling from the
city end. The present station will be the beginning
of the digging in to get under the road. Gardiner
will have a larger proportion of station under the
road give a more enclosed feel.

Home signals at Cheltenham and Mordialloc have
been converted. Newly installed co-actors at
Richmond F71 and 679 have been installed. The
co-actor at Mordialloc MOR712P was converted to
LED. The light will be toned down by replacing the
LED lights from one style to another with less light
output.

The other grade separation talked about is North
road Ormond. No details are available yet.

To get a better view of the up Chelsea signal a
co-actor was installed to get a better view of the
signal from an X’trap window when stopped. The
original report asked for the stagger to be
reversed. The heritage platform along with the
reversed stagger wouldn’t have worked so a
co-actor was put forward as a solution and
accepted at a review meeting.
Unfortunately on the day the interaction of the ‘B’
arm of the auto and the co-actor created a number
of home and automatic signal aspects. It was
deemed on the day to turn the co-actor off and bag
the signal. At a later stage this signal will be
revisited to organise the best solution for the
restrictions we have here.
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Newport Workshop BRIP
The objective of this project is to permit operation
of X’trap units from the Newport workshops and to
make the facility available for X’trap repairs. As
you are aware 7 more additional X’traps are due
for delivery and they need somewhere to park
given the north side is practically flooded with
them.
This project looks to automate the workshop
sidings 1 to 4 to permit a general class driver to
dock and shunt a train into these sidings without
shunter control. Roads 1 to 3 will hold 2 x 6 car
units with road 4 to hold 1 x 6 car unit.
Other changes will segregate diesel units to a
separate section of the yard with changes to point
work. This will mean operation within the yard by
“shops drivers” will be undertaken without shunters
in attendance when moving live units for service to
the train maintenance facility.

LOCO LINES
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Some interesting operational decisions have been
made in creating this plan. A new signal (Dwarf)
will be introduced on Arrival road 1 before the
gates to the yard. This would create a SPAD risk
within this area. This is still being debated.
The yard does not provide adequate measures to
prevent a flank or rear end collision when trains
are moving the shops and a train is arriving into
the storage roads. This is still being discussed and
risk assessed.
Given the degree of automation involved this
project is not far from total control from Newport
Box being achieved. This would be acceptable
given the number of maintenance yards that
operate under this way.
Calder Park
The initial stage of the project nears completion.
The first indication for us of this project going live
will be the commissioning of the main line signals.
This is due around December this year with the
stabling facilities becoming available around April
next year.
Planning work has started on stage 2 of this facility
which should increase the number of stabling
roads at this facility.
SPAD Mitigation
We have had a good month for SPADs with only
one SPAD for September. This is the time of year
where the number of SAPDs experienced takes an
increase. This may be account of the nature of the
time of year, more outdoor activity with the family,
change in sleep patterns and a number of other
reasons.
Take care with these changes for the time of year
and handle them accordingly.
For a while we have attempted to reduce the level
of duelling microphones on the platforms of FSS.
Just lately I have noticed that the old ways of hurry
up driver is returning in the use of PA and
automated announcements.
In one case I do not know how the station staff
with PA could even see the signal from where they
standing.

RADIO COMMITTEE
REPORT
By Lionel Britton
RTBU Radio Rep

Andrew Morley, Tony Coscarella and
myself have completed the functionality
testing on all corridors of the ICE
radio on A 66.

Results of testing.
•

A
more
user
friendly
UHF,
OPERATION, SIGNAL BOX and CONTROL
directories.

•

Fitting
of
better audio.

•

Quick access menu
volume adjustment.

•

Train describer number easer to
enter
with
the
numbers
now
entered first.

The ICE
as well
is the
the ICE

Bose

speakers

for

easer

RADIO is now fitted to Vlocity 9
as the standard gauge locos. V 9
first broad gauge vehicle with
RADIO in service.

It is essential that we get as much
feedback from drivers of their likes and
dislikes when using the ICE RADIO so
that we can make any future changes.
There is still issues with the new
channel 10 NUTR for the RRL corridor and
is yet to be passed.
Until Metro gets their Digital Train
Radio fully operational the CROSS BAN
REPEATER
has
to
remain
on,
and
unfortunately there will still be the
extra chatter on the radio.

Please report any issues you may have and let us
know.

NOV 2014
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Nelson’s Column.

Vale E.G. Whitlam 1916-2014

By Ernie Nelson V/Line Passenger Spencer Street.
This column contains poisonous libels and vitriolic slanders, colourful language, nudity,
violence, and smut of a general nature and anything else that helps sell Magazines, if
you don’t like it hit the road Mate! Email me at booze.up@myplace.come.ok or call toll
free 1800 SOD ORF.
Any similarities between depicted and real events and people in some sections of this
column is purely coincidental, so suck it up Princess, get over it, use this as therapy and
get on with your life, Sport.

State elections all round.
Well it’s on again, the Victorian State Elections to determine who
will govern this State for the next 4 years and the National and
Victorian Branch Elections to determine who will run our Union
until the end of 2018.

Critical review of Cartoon by Michael Leunig
from The Age sums it up pretty well. EN.

On the Government question I think as a Union we are better off
with an A.L.P. Government although some of you will vote for the
Libs which is just plain dumb but there you have it.
Accidents and SPADs.
On the Union elections you will have to wade through the usual
BS and try make a decision, I would suggest you speak to the
candidates and assess their policies as well as their previous
experience moreover if in indeed they have held office before and
how they performed.

If you ever have an accident or SPAD, whatever you do, don’t try and
bullshit your way out of it tell the truth, especially to the Union and
any enquiries and you'll probably come out OK, lie and you'll suffer
the consequences and possibly gaol.

One poor chap at V/Line had an incident down near Traralgon a
You can canvas opinions and views from other members who couple of years back, I wont bore with details but suffice it to say this
incident could’ve resulted in a fatality and the driver would’ve likely
were around during that time but ultimately you'll have to make up
end up in the jug, the incident involved a SPAD at a level crossing
your own mind.
which nearly collected a motor car on the way through and needless to
say the motorist got on the blower to VLP and squealed like a pig boy.
Our driver at first denied it then corrected his story to fit the facts
however the VM 40 Data Logger (Same one as used on Comeng
Trains) on the VLocity told a completely different story and that’s
how our man got it in the neck for lying.
What you should do is if you have an incident like this you should
stop as soon as and as safely as possible and dob yourself in with all
the facts and ask for further instructions from those place in authority
to do so.
You'll still wind up in the shit but you'll still have a job after a little
retraining and arse kicking.

Three canditates for the upcoming election.

Mernda Rail Extension.
Looks like the Mernda Rail extension will happen regardless of who
Drivers and Cancer.
wins the state election in November which all in all is a good thing,
but the Coalition cant seem to their Dandenong- Pakenham Corridor
There seems to be record numbers of Drivers developing various project going but they signed off on a road tunnel we don’t need or
cancers and illnesses that threaten and take lives it seems at want.

random.
It would appear to be mostly the boys at the moment but mainly
because it was largely a male dominated job until the 1990s, but it
is only a matter of time before the girls start to show signs as there
are now significant numbers at Pass and the Sparx.
So why do I raise this here, as a warning to check for lumps and
bumps and pains that just wont go away or any other prolonged
symptom as the sooner you see a Quack the better the chance of
cure and survival.
This is important to you and your family so if your not sure about
any symptoms you are exhibiting see your local sawbones ASAP.
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May 5, 1947: Train derails at Camp Mountain, Queensland, killing
16 people.

Here’s something of interest.
A Chronology Of Major Railway Accidents In Australia:

Jan 20, 1944: Bus hit by mail train at level crossing at Brooklyn
June 5, 2007: At least eight people killed when a semi trailer NSW. 17 people killed.
crashed into a V/line passenger train near Kerang in northern
Victoria.
May 8, 1943: Train collides with bus at level crossing at Wodonga,
Victoria, killing 25 servicemen and women aboard the bus.
April 28, 2006: Two killed, 41 injured when truck and train collide
near Beaufort in western Victoria.
September 13, 1926: 27 people die when a Sydney-bound
passenger train hits several runaway goods wagons at Murulla,
January 31, 2004: Eight people killed when peak hour commuter NSW.
train derailed at Waterfall, south of Sydney.
June 10, 1926: Sydney-Brisbane express falls through a timber
December 2, 1999: Six passengers killed and 51 injured when a bridge at Aberdeen, NSW, killing five people and injuring 50.
commuter train slams into the back of the Indian Pacific near
Glenbrook Station in the NSW Blue Mountains.
June 9, 1925: Train derails on bridge at Traveston, Queensland.
Ten people killed in a carriage which falls over edge.
August 18, 1999: Twenty people injured when the Indian Pacific
hits a stopped freight train at low speed 250 km east of Kalgoorlie November 6, 1920: Nine people killed in timber train crash near
in WA.
Wokalup, Queensland.
August 30, 1920: Five people killed when a train shunts into the
May 19, 1998: Two train drivers die when their freight train derails back of a locomotive at Hurstville in suburban Sydney.
near Robertson, south-west of Wollongong, NSW.
March 16, 1914: 14 people died when a train misses a signal in fog,
January 14, 1996: A train driver and a young boy killed when a hitting another train near Exeter, NSW.
freight train collided with a fuel train at Hines Hill, 240 km east of
Perth.
January 1, 1913: Train crash Toowoomba, Queensland kills six
people working at the scene of an earlier derailment.
May 6, 1990: Six people die when an Intercity express train
crashes into vintage steam train "3801" at Cowan, north of Sydney. January 30, 1913: Passenger train hits train near scene of earlier
derailment: 14 people killed.
January 18, 1977: Australia's worst railway disaster occurs at
Granville, NSW. Eighty-three people killed when a packed July 18, 1910: Train hits locomotive in fog at Richmond, Victoria,
peak-hour train derails and crashes into a concrete bridge.
killing nine people.
January 16, 1976: Goods train ploughs into the back of a stalled April 20, 1908: 44 people killed when two trains collide at Sunshine,
passenger train at Glenbrook, NSW. One killed, 10 injured.
near Melbourne.
February 7, 1969: Nine people killed when the Sydney-Melbourne Feb 15, 1901: Train derailment at Sydenham, NSW, kills seven
express Southern Aurora travelling at 120 km/h hour collides head people.
on with a goods train at Violet Town, Victoria.
October 31, 1894: Suburban train hits Goulburn-bound country
train at Redfern in Sydney, killing 11.
February 26, 1960: Seven people die when a flood-weakened
bridge collapses underneath the Rockhampton bound Midlander at April 27, 1892: Eight people killed when a train hits a broken rail at
Bogantungan, Queensland.
Tarana, NSW.
December 1, 1956: Five people killed in accident at Wallumbilla, January 25, 1885: Seven killed and 20 injured when rain washes
Queensland.
away tracks at Sandy Clay Creek, near Cootamundra, NSW.
December 19, 1953: Five people killed and 748 injured in a June 21, 1887: Six killed when a train runs out of control after a
collision between two passenger trains at Sydenham, Sydney.
brake malfunction at Peats Ferry, NSW.
June 1, 1952: Nine killed in bus-train accident at a level crossing at May 11, 1887: Six killed in collision after an airbrake malfunction at
Boronia, Victoria.
Windsor, Victoria.
May 7, 1952: Ten killed, 81 injured in train accident at Berala, December 2, 1882: Seven killed in head-on collision between two
Sydney.
trains at Burnley, Victoria.
February 24, 1951: 11 people killed in a collision between a bus January 30, 1878: Two trains collide head-on west of Emu Plains,
and a train at a level crossing near Horsham, Victoria.
NSW. Five killed.
June 30, 1948: Mail train derails at Rocky Ponds, near Harden, June 25, 1857: Australia's first fatal railway accident when railway
NSW. Four people killed and 19 injured.
worker falls from a locomotive as it passes under a bridge.
October 18, 1947: Eight people killed when two mail trains collide
at Tamaree, Queensland.

It’s Every Drivers Mago. Remember it’s your Mago too so write
in on any relevant subject you like Seeya later, Drive!

Don’t get slugged at tax time..... AVOID THE MEDICARE LEVY SURCHARGE
Single and earn over 88K per annum or a couple/family earning over 170K and no hospital insurance?
Beware the Medicare Levy Surcharge.
Don’t pay unnecessary tax next financial year – 1300 806 808 www.transporthealth.com.au

NOV 2014
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ARE YOU A VICTIM
OF CRIME?

In addition, drivers are also able to claim other
benefits such as:
- Reasonable medical expenses
- Loss of earnings
- Other benefits, such as interstate travel to assist
in recovery

Assistance for Crime Victims
The Victims of Crimes Assistance Act 1996 is
Victorian State Government legislation introduced to
assist Victims of Crime to recover from acts of
violence committed against them that result in either
PHYSICAL or PSYCHOLOGICAL injury.
If you can obtain assistance from elsewhere, such
as Workcover or Transport Accident Commission,
the Victims of Crime Tribunal, VOCAT, requires you
to exhaust those avenues first. However, many
crime victims are able to access benefits from more
than one source as a result of the legislation.
Categories of applicants
PRIMARY VICTIMS

As a Victim of Crime, you are able to claim benefits
whether the incident occurred at work or away from
work. The Victims of Crime legislation can be
complex and it is recommended that drivers seek
clarification and advice from specialists in the area.
CASE EXAMPLE ONE
A driver is assaulted by a passenger while on duty.
This could include a physical attack or threat to
harm. While Workcover would cover loss of wages
and medical expenses, you are eligible for cash
compensation up to $1300. In addition, you may
also be able to claim some further loss of wages
and other benefits that would help in your recovery.
Garry Nicholson would be able to provide further
details.

A primary victim is anyone who is injured as a result CASE EXAMPLE TWO
of:
- An act of violence committed against him/her
Sometimes drivers are confronted by passengers or
e.g. assault, threat or robbery
family members at the scene of a fatality. There
- Trying to arrest someone whom he/she have been incidents where a family member has
threatened a driver, causing the driver to lock
believes has committed an act of violence
himself in the cabin for protection. In this case when
- Trying to prevent an act of violence
you are threatened, or in fear for your safety, you
- Trying to aid or rescue someone whom you are eligible for compensation.
believe is a victim of an act of violence
Remember, the act of violence can cause either
PHYSICAL OR PSYCHOLOGICAL DAMAGE. In
SECONDARY VICTIMS
such circumstances you are eligible for a payment
A secondary victim is a person who is injured as a of $1300 through VOCAT. Higher payments would
depend on the nature of the incident.
result of:
- Being present at the scene of an act of
violence and who is injured as a direct result of
witnessing that act of violence
Types of Available Assistance

This article was compiled by Michael O’Neill,
consulting psychologist, and Garry Nicholson, a
specialist VOCAT practitioner.
To check if you are eligible for compensation,
contact:

SPECIAL FINANCIAL ASSISTANCE
Financial assistance ( cash payment) is dependent
upon the type and severity of the crime and awards
range from $650 to $1300. (NOTE: this payment is
separate from the payment made to drivers after a
fatality). The maximum award is $10,000 but again
depends on the severity of the injury and the nature
of the crime.
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MICHAEL O’NEILL
PSYCHOLOGIST, CBD Health,
Tel: 1300 726 315 Mobile 041818 1944
GARRY NICHOLSON
SOLICITOR Tel: 9899 8271
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PSYCHOLOGY AND
FAMILY SUPPORT
PSYCHOLOGY SUPPORT SERVICES ARE
AVAILABLE THROUGH THE RTBU
LOCOMOTIVE DIVISION
Like all members of the general community, drivers
face a range of daily problems.
These can include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Anxiety and depression, outbursts of anger,
feelings of panic
Stress and not coping, mood swings, general
agitation
Sleep disturbance, impaired concentration and
loss of interest in work
Marital conflict
Problems with children and parenting
Health, fatigue and energy issues
Feelings of despair and hopelessness, loss of
interest and suicidal thoughts

Given that drivers and their families face ongoing
pressures, the union urges drivers to consult with a
psychologist before problems get out of hand.
Drivers are able to access an experienced
psychologist through the union with no out of
pocket costs.
To access free counselling services, contact either
the union or Michael O’Neill, Psychologist, CBD
Health. With a referral from your doctor under the
MENTAL HEALTH CARE PLAN, you are able to
have ten free consultations. There are no costs as
the sessions are bulk billed.
Michael O’Neill has counselled drivers and their
families for 25 years and is experienced in all
aspects of rail.

“Learning a Trade is a book about my early
childhood and my love of trains that eventually led
me years later to become an apprentice fitter and
turner with the Victorian Railways. The book is
divided into three parts in which I describe my life
before, during my apprenticeship and a few years
after becoming a tradesman, when I sailed abroad to
the UK in 1951 as one of the first backpackers to
leave Australia and work at my trade in England…..
The five years of my apprenticeship from 1944 to
1949 at the Newport Workshops were no ordinary
years. WW2 was in a critical stage and the
workshops were manufacturing a large range of war
equipment. One of these was a Garratt locomotive
being built at Newport as part of the war effort, on
which I worked on the first day of my
apprenticeship and to its completion. …”

Contact either the Union or Michael O’Neill,
Psychologist, CBD Health.

A A5 size book of 250 pages selling for
$45.

CBD HEALTH
12 Wellington Parade
East Melbourne
Tel: 9416 0185 or 041818 1944

Contact :
Gordon Smith
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vgddg9448@bigpond.com
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WHERE IS IT?
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with Trevor Penn and Des Jowett
edited by Warren Banfield
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THE previous Where Is It ...? [below right] was at Essendon,
which is currently on the Metro network as part of the main
broad gauge North East line via Craigieburn. The photo was
from the Public Record Office (PRO).
The winners who correctly guessed Essendon were
Brenton Hands of MTM Flinders Street and Trevor Kruger of
VLP Southern Cross.
Congratulations go to them.

Meanwhile if you think you know the location of the
photograph on the OPPOSITE page, call the Union Office on
9907 9800 or toll free on 1800 134 095. If you answer correctly
(only one guess per competition) your name will go into a hat
and the winners, Sparks and Loco, will be drawn two weeks
from distribution of the current Loco Lines. Prizes can
include a Union mug, or a cap.
Good luck!

ESSENDON
by Trevor Penn
THE location is Essendon in 1908 [right, now with its
caption revealed], in a scene looking north from the level
crossing.
En route from the coal stage is E450, a neat little 2-4-2
tank loco, outshopped by the Phoenix Foundry at Ballarat
in 1893 and scrapped as early as November 1920, thanks
to the advent of the ‘Fast Electric Trains’. The Fireman
has turned the blower on to raise steam while his engine
waits for the road, and it will shortly couple on to the train
that has just terminated in the mainline platform.
These ‘drop on’ operations were used to speed up the
turnaround of the steam suburban trains, and at Flinders
Street the timetables demanded that they be performed in
as little as three minutes.
The two white discs each with a black vertical cross,
displayed on the loco’s bunker, are examples of Engine
Head Signals, a complicated arrangement of discs and
diamonds by day, and combinations of white and purple
marker lights by night. The intention was to advise
Signalmen of the train’s destination, and the General
Appendix of February 1908 appears to herald their
introduction. Electrification of the suburban system
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brought about a drastic rationalisation of Head Signals and
the code shown here, indicating a Sandringham–Essendon
–Broadmeadows train was simplified to a single disc, still
with a black cross, in 1919. For some arcane reason the list
in the 1936 GA altered this again to a red diagonal cross.
What the Interlocking Register described as the ‘new
back platform for suburban traffic’, along with its quaint
little waiting shelter, dated from November 1886.
Just in front of the curved veranda roof is a galvanised
cast iron pole of the type manufactured by the
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Oppenheimer Co. of Manchester, and employed to carry
the intercolonial telegraph wires along the alignment of
the North Eastern line. Almost indestructible, they were
widely used elsewhere in Victoria and along the lines of
The Silverton Tramway Company in far western New

South Wales. That railway closed in 1970, but many of
these poles still stand beside the track bed of the narrow
gauge main line from Broken Hill to the South Australian
border, having survived for almost 130 years out on the
lonely wastes of the Mundi Mundi Plains. LL

BOTTOM OF PREVIOUS PAGE:

impressive 74 lever signal box located between the tracks on the
Melbourne side of the twin Buckley Street gates came into use,
and lasted in service for over 60 years until replaced by a panel in
the station office from 16th November 1969.
Standing in the back platform road are the vehicles for the
Motor Train connection to Broadmeadows, fondly known as the
‘Broady Car’. This service began in the bleak Depression years of
the 1890s when the through trains from Melbourne were replaced
by a local ‘Shanghai’ service from Essendon.
In 1895 the famous ‘Rowan Car’ (a primaeval steam railmotor)
was on the run, being superseded by 1898 with a conventional
train, the usual loco being an old ‘saddleback’ L class tankie. One
trip per day was extended to Somerton, where the passengers
could make a connection with a Seymour Goods that ran via
Coburg, the customers being accommodated in the brake van of
the Goods train.
The fallout from the Engineman’s strike of 1903 saw the
closure of the Coburg to Somerton line, while the Guard of the
local train was transferred away and the Fireman placed in the
van, receiving a small daily allowance to act as a Motor Guard.
The rules required him to be on the loco approaching Essendon
where the train, having arrived in the Up platform and unloaded
its passengers, pulled down over the points and reversed into the
back road.
In 1910 one daily run was extended to Craigieburn, then all the
way to Wallan, still as a two-man Motor Train (!). All the same it
must have been a nice little job for a ‘Blackleg’ – John Cass, the
regular Driver at Broadmeadows for many years, being
transferred there as a reward for his ‘loyalty’ to the management
during the week long strike. PHOTOGRAPHER UNKNOWN

In the absence of a Health & Safety regime in 1909, it appears to
have been quite acceptable for a cameraman to climb the bracket
signal post at the end of Essendon’s Down platform, and from the
giddy heights thereof expose this lovely photo.
Major changes are afoot … observe the building materials
stacked on the Up platform and the earthworks on the site of the
former yard, where a ‘works siding’ curves around to follow the
alignment of the new, and much wider, island platform. A
temporary acetylene light has been strung up on a sort of gallows
to illuminate the barrier gate once the supply to the gas lamps has
been disconnected.
There is a sense of life and movement in this postcard shot
which is often lacking in ‘official’ photos: the fellow chatting to
the Porter collecting tickets, ladies in their Edwardian finery and
the lost soul clutching a piece of timber, reminiscent of Eric
Sykes in the 1967 classic film The Plank.
The locomotive is another of the little E class tank engines,
and the ‘drop on’ loco is just visible behind the three-arm bracket
post. In a few minutes time those swing-doors will be slammed
shut, the Guard will flourish his green flag and a shriek of
acknowledgement from the engine whistle will signal the
beginning of another busy trip to Brighton Beach or
Sandringham.
The single line section from Newmarket was duplicated in
April 1882, and the double track was extended on to
Broadmeadows on 16th November 1885. One week later a signal
box came into use with 26 levers together with a wheel to control
a set of interlocked gates, but this was superseded on 28th
October 1888, when the high box visible at the Melbourne end of
the Up platform, with a frame of 35 levers, was commissioned.
The expansion and rebuilding works seen in progress here
were completed around June and July of 1909, when an

TALKBACK WITH
HINCH

There is one ever enduring symbol of each successive
line of management changing of the guard… and that
is the inevitable change to our livery. Yes kiddies, each
time we get a new team of management fluff heads at
the Pass, we get the ever enjoyable new range of
colours and logos on our train set. If nothing else, they
have managed to change the colours. . . Damn fine
achievement, that… if only it were original..

By Michael A Hinch
Passenger Sub-Division—Southern Cross

Damn you ugleah!!
Comrades, The hallmark of any new management
structure is always most immediately recognized by
their desperate need to stamp their mark upon our
industry, which will translate into an elephant stamp on
their pitiful CV’s just before they move on to wreck
someone else’s back yard. Those of us who have
been around for a while will be familiar with the
physical changes that symbolize the “dog pissing in
the corner” style of marking out a territory which is
typical of each new generation of fluffy tails. Then they
leave us to pick up the pieces of their wrecking ball,
politically appointed antics and then we get ready for
the next wave of imbeciles to sweep over our ever
enduring culture.
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References: Interlocking Register, Weekly Notice Extracts and a
wonderful article by Charles Gavan Duffy in the January 1949
AR&LHS Bulletin.

After the universally accepted Victorian Railways blue
and gold, there were so many manifestations of each
new generation of managements colour scheme folly
that I am struggling to recall them all. Remember the
tangerine dream? And what about the grey and burnt
orange? The red and blue squiggly lines comes to
mind. And each new generation had their own
individual management gimmick. Now come on…Who
remembers “Change Makers” In the 80’s? Change
Makers was a HR deal to encourage people to put in
suggestions that could then attract state and federal
funding to get hair brained schemes funded to justify a
Fluffy Tail’s existence……. Who then stamped it on
their CV and also moved on to another company’s
back yard. Those pioneers would undoubtedly have
been the parents of today’s mob. What a Legacy.
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Ok, I’ll get to the point. We now have today’s paint
scheme marvel, that, once again, will be so
gooooood… it will improve your sex life. Yes folks I
give you the new PT logo of funny symmetric triangular
shaped line
thingies, just as has been painted on
busses and suburban trains . . . however on V/Line
rolling stock. . . It is …PINK !
REALLY? PINK?
Goddamn HR, at least give us a wee touch of dignity.
I’ll let you lot decide. Like I said ,” Damn you ugleah!!”

The heat is (still) on
It simply astounds me why the Pass management
structure is so hell-bent on making its employees hate
them. Honestly, it seems as though they actually set
out to nurture sheer hatred of them, and all in their
lockstep. Can I re visit the contentious issue at Pass
of the dictatorial edict from management, that no summer clothing is to be worn in summer, from the last
issue of Loco Lines?
It turns out that this oppressive directive only applies to
two grades. Drivers and Shunters. Apparently Station
staff and Conductors have a radiation shield issued to
them which disallows the effects of solar radiation.
Further, those grades are apparently allowed to wear
summer apparel in summer or perhaps they are the
only ones trusted with the heady responsibility and
complicated task of applying sunscreen to the exposed
parts of the anatomy.
This whole issue would not be quite as unpalatable if
these management people had made suitable summer
garments available before they demanded that we
suffer in the heat in winter clothing while they happily
sit in an air-conditioned office and laugh at us. I would
like to know what Work Safe think of this, most
especially considering that the Pass heat stress policy
is most specific about the issue and appears to directly
contradict this new edict.
V/Line heat stress policy – Employee factors, hot
conditions.
Extreme weather can include days over 30 degrees
and days of total fire ban. Does the employee’s
protective clothing provided, allow dry air over the
skins surface so as to maximize heat removal and
ventilation?

to keep us healthy in the work place but more over, a
direct provocation.
In the interim, I can but suggest one alternative. If we
have to wear winter clothing then to my way of thinking
the only way we can minimize the effect of the lack of
dry air over the surface of the skin so as to maximize
heat removal and ventilation is to choose the winter
clothing available to us which we are entitled to claim.
Overalls.
Until our representatives are able to fix this situation,
the best we can do is opting to wear the winter
garments that offer the best ventilation etc. Overalls
can be worn relatively loosely to allow at least some
little ventilation, therefore I would urge all V/Line
drivers to immediately apply for their entitled issue of
V/Line overalls and WEAR THEM. Unlike neat and
smart looking summer clothing, overalls do not require
regular laundering or even ironing. I know that this may
impact upon the corporate look that we all know
management truly want but we have to consider our
general health and wellbeing because clearly
management do not. Funnily enough, I have seen
many SENIOR management women walking around
our depot precinct (where we too have to walk and
live) in very short skirts, exposed to solar radiation on
their legs. No, silly skeptical old me. Surely there could
be no double standard at V/Line.

SHHHHH!!!
On the 22nd of October, an absolute gem dropped into
the inboxes of all Pass employees regarding the next
state election. It is entitled “Alert. Victorian Election
2014 Caretaker Conventions.” It basically explains
that NO EMPLOYEE may discuss the next state
election on company time. It discusses in some detail
the apparent protocols which apply to the caretaker
period. Hmmm, last I looked at the constitution; it was
not illegal to have freedom of speech.
The document states that we will work with the
incoming government to implement policies after the
election. The document generously gives permission
for any Pass employee to become a candidate for
election if we really must, but we may only discuss our
opinion with our workmates on our own time. Now,
call me a cynic once again but I just wonder if there
are one or six political appointees at the Pass who
might just be reeeeal nervous about the outcome of
the next state election.
On the subject of elections, may I wish a sporting
“Good Luck” to all candidates (including me) in the
upcoming RTBU election.

V/Line heat stress policy – Work factors
In hot conditions does the work require employees to
wear dense protective clothing which impedes the
body’s cooling mechanism?

Michael A. Hinch
Aka Talkback

I would strongly argue NO to both propositions.
Subsequently I can only draw the conclusion that this
work instruction is not borne of a management desire
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The ’green’ thing

We walked to the shops and didn't climb into a
300-horesepower machine everytime we had to go
two streets.

Dear Marc
I thought you might appreciate this.

When at a store checkout , the young cashier But she was right. We didn't have the green thing
suggested to the older woman that she should in our day.
bring her own shopping bags in future because
Back then, we washed the baby’s nappies because
plastic bags weren’t good for the environment.
we didn't have the throw-away kind. We
The woman apologies and explained, “We didn’t dried clothes on a line, not in an energy
gobbling machine burning up 2200watts– wind
have this green thing back in my earlier days.”
and solar power really did dry or clothes back
The cashier responded, “That’s our problem. Your in our early days. Kids got hand-me-down
generation did not care enough to save our clothes from their brothers or sisters, not always
brand-new clothing.
environment for future generations.”
She was right– our generation didn't have the
green thing in its day.

But that young lady is right. We didn't have the
green thing back in our day.

Back then, we returned milk bottles, soft drink
bottles and beer bottles to the shop. The shop sent
them back to the plant to be washed and sterilized
and refilled, so it could use the same bottles over
and over. So they really were recycled.

Back then, we had one TV, or radio, in the
house– not a TV in every room, and the TV had
a small screen the size of a handkerchief
(remember them?), not a screen the size of
a garage door.

We refilled writing pens with ink instead of
buying a new pen, and we replaced the razor
blades in a razor instead of throwing away the
whole razor just because the blade got blunt. But
we didn't have the green thing back in our day.

In the kitchen, we blended and stirred by hand
because we didn't have electric machines to do
everything for us.

When we packaged a fragile item to send in the
post, we used wadded up old newspapers to
We walked up stairs, because we didn't have an cushion it, not polystyrene or plastic bubble
wrap.
escalator in every shop and office building.
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Back then, we didn't fire up an engine and burn
petrol just to cut the lawn. We used a push mower
that ran on human power. We exercised by
working so we didn't need to go to a health club to
run on treadmills that operate on electricity.

entire bank of sockets to power a dozen
appliances, and we didn't need a computerized
gadget to receive a signal beamed from satellites
2000 miles out in space in order to find the
nearest pizza place.

But she’s rights, we didn't have the green thing
back then.

But isn't it sad the current generation laments
how wasteful we oldies were just because we didn't
the green thing back then?

We drank water from a fountain or a tap when
we were thirsty instead of demanding a plastic
bottle flown in from another country. We
accepted that a lot of food was seasonal and
didn't expect to have out of season products flown
thousands of air miles around the world. We
actually cooked food that didn't come out of a
packet, tin or plastic wrapping and we could even
wash our own vegetables and chop our own salad.
But we didn't have the green thing back then.
Back then, people caught a train or a bus, and
kids rode their bikes to school or walked instead
of turning their mothers in a 24 hour taxi
service.

Please forward this on to another selfish old
person who needs a lesson in conservation from a
smart young person.
Remember: Don’t make old people mad: we don't
like being old in the first place, so it doesn't take
much to piss us off…..
T.S
Dear T.S.
Thanks for your contribution and as an old bloke I can
relate to the sentiments
Regards
Marc Marotta.

We had one electrical socket in a room, not an

LEGAL REFERRAL
Dear Marc
I wish to express my gratitude to the Loco Division for the service provided for my recent divorce.
It was very helpful in getting a fair outcome in the separation. Once again thanks to the Union for
providing this service.
S.G.
Dear S.G
I’m glad you got the outcome you were looking for, it’s become more popular as people become aware of our referral system.
We use Maurice Blackburn for industrial Matters and while they don’t do Family law, we have a referral
system where when a member rings up, usually the Office Manager Suzi, will organise the application for you and
you’ll be referred to a law firm who specialises in family law.
Kind Regards
Marc Marotta
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WE REALLY CARE
Allow me to introduce myself, I hide under the pseudonym of “The Preacher” and as such come from a middle
management background. In the last edition of the Loco Lines I was mortified by the ramblings of “The
Phantom” whose contentions are both misleading and stultifying.
We the management team at MTR care deeply about our drivers and have only their best interests at heart.
When we negotiated our first EBA it was our honorable intention to enhance driver conditions by dividing the
network into five sections and then a further restructure to accommodate a total of nine divisions. Potential
enhancements included:
Corridor running
Enhanced specialised training
Tiered pay rates

Increased throttle time
Quicker more condensed training scheme

Our efforts were thwarted by a roster code proposed by the current representatives of the locomotive division of the
RTBU. Unfortunately senior management at the time was either unable to read the document or unable to
interpret its ramifications. It is clear that these so called union representatives are a recalcitrant self-serving
team of obstructionist’s hell bent on preventing progress.
The “Phantom” also mentioned the advent of increased management/ supervisory staff and referenced holders
of 457 visas. These positions have been created as a support mechanism because we care about our drivers. It is
abundantly clear holders of a 457 visa are “special” as it states so on their visa, surely no one believes there are
people here in Australia with any competence.
Congratulations to a colleague of mine has recently been promoted to the role of duty manager. Some time ago
he was unfortunately unsuccessful in passing the aptitude test for entrance into the driver training scheme. A
misanthropically aligned attitude towards drivers and by extension unions, together with assistance from the
senior panel member (a former colleague) ensured he was able to defeat more suitably qualified aspirants and
become a valued head kicker.
Drivers have in their own interests traditionally been a self-managed and self motivated unit this simply
cannot be allowed to continue. We at management know what’s best please trust us, there is no need to request
support people, because our friendly management team are there to help. Managers who are unable to properly
educate and motivate drivers will be sacrificed. The old adage of “shot one and educate one hundred” applies.
Friends we now have a golden opportunity to enhance and build a “better Driver”. The up and coming union
election allows us an opportunity to get rid of these obstructionists and sweep in the new ticket. We can build
meaningful relationships and break the cultural barriers to change. It has worked in the old dart and it can
work here. Imagine, if not for union interference we could have signed on for a shift done back-to-back.
Frankston’s had a meal break then another Frankston or how about a shift comprising of five Glen Waverly’s.
The possibilities are mouth-watering. Time to get rid of these obstructionist, current union office bearers and
embrace a new work ethic
Yours sincerely,
The Preacher—Hallowed be his name
Dear ‘Hallowed Be His Name’,
I appreciate the effort you’ve gone to express your sincere empathy for Metro employees. I suspect there’s a touch
of irony in your submission—but I did get a chuckle out of it..
Yours sincerely,
Marc Marotta
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What Bull S#@t
Marc
I just heard Lazalla was trying to blame the Union because they say the new Xtrapolis was delayed
because of vandalism. What are we going to do about this rubbish?
P.B Frankston Driver.
Dear P.B
You’re right, the minister first started to make the inference and then Lazalla was going to get to the bottom of it.
This was a confected story to try and deflect the attention from the alleged upgrades on the Frankston line.
Firstly I’ll deal with the claim a seat was slashed that allegedly caused the delay- you should be aware that they had
four security guards stay with the train overnight in the Burnley siding. There were also two fitters booked with the
train so I don’t believe there was any damage and you, being a current spark driver, know trains don’t get delayed
because there is a ripped or damaged cushion on a driver’s seat.
What’s really going on here is we’ve highlighted in the media that Metro’s pocketed $115 Million dollars of Victorian
Taxpayer money and instead of upgrading the level crossing relays to accommodate XTrapolis trains, they spent $2
at Bunnings on a bolt to be screwed into the throttle so it can’t open up fully.
Never mind the fact that this expensive modification prevents this train to do anything else - it only does two trips to
Frankston and back and then is stabled in the Burnley sidings for the next day to do two trips. This is because they
can’t guarantee the availability of the high tech modified train is available to run to Frankston the next morning.
I don’t know who came up with the story, the minister or Lazalla, but if I was a betting man my money would be on
Lazalla. So I agree with you, what Bull S#@t.
My message to you is: vote Metro’s backers out.
Yours sincerely,
Marc Marotta

WAGE INJUSTICE
Dear Marc,
I’m writing to voice my concern about the way Metro’s treating the trainee drivers—namely, non-payment of
wages in accordance with the Enterprise Agreement, because of this new manager’s interpretation. Is this just
a case of another 457 visa holder making decisions about what Metro will and will not pay to its employees?
P.R.- Long-standing Metro Driver (name withheld)
Dear P.R.,
We are aware of Mr Russ Evans’s interpretation of when Metro will pay the incremental rises for trainee drivers. It has been subject to discussion with his superiors. We expect to have a firm response by the end of this
month (October).
If the response is negative to payment to the trainee drivers, the Locomotive Division will make an application
to either go to the Industrial Magistrate’s Court or the FairWork Commission.
Thanks for your interest,
Marc Marotta
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HERITAGE ORGANISATIONS HURT RAIL HISTORY
Cont from page 32 Edition 61 of LocoLines printed in Sep 2014
BY MARC MAROTTA
For those members that contacted this office in regards to the scrapping of Heritage Locos at Pacific
National, I have written to the Minister of Transport, Terry Mulder. Given the Election is around the
corner, Mr Mulder has already acknowledged receipt and said he will act on it soon. I have
reproduced the correspondence below….
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RETIREMENTS AND RESIGNATIONS
Barry Cooper

Andrew Hennell
It is with a large measure of regret
that I tender my resignation from the
RTBU on 27/9/14 due to my
retirement from Metro Trains. My
time on the job has been wonderful
and I thank you for all the efforts the
Union has made to help make this so. I
have many happy experiences which I
can look back on with great pleasure
and I have gotten to know so many
marvellous people as workmates.
Best Wished for all our future
Endeavours.

This is to let you know that
I will be retiring on 18/11
after 35 years on the loco
+ sparks. I would like to
thank all the union officials for the dedication to
preserve our wages and
conditions.
To everyone still working—
Support your union reps. This is a
Union with a proud history.

James Campbell

Lance McGregor
I am writing to inform you that I am
retiring from Metro Trains after 29
years and thereby tender my
resignation from the Union.
I wish to thank all union officials,
current and past, for all professional
assistance received and support given
form the officer over the years.
I wish all the members the very best for
the future and thanks for making the
job enjoyable and at times an experience
which could only possibly happen in the
Enginemen's grade.

I write to you to formally cancel my
membership with the RTBU due to my Michael Reeves
acceptance of a contracted position with Dear comrades. it is my intention to
MTM, which ends my involvement with permanently retire from the workforce.
the current RTBU EBA.
I wish all my fellow workers all the best
for the future and am proud to have
I would like to thank the RTBU for their been in the AFULE and the RTBU..and
service over the past seven years of my have known some of my fellow workers
railway career, and I appreciate the for over 40 years and am lucky to have
support you have provided me over the know them. remember united we stand !
last eighteen months whilst I dealt with
health concerns.
BEST WISHES TO ALL.

Peter Scott
I wish to regretfully tender my resignation from the RTBU
Locomotive Division on account of ill health retirement .

Neil Tate

As you may be well aware, I retired from Metro Trains
I would like to thank all Union Executive, past and present— and because of this I wish to tender my resignation as a
especially yourself for your endeavours regarding “Right of member of the Union.
Return”.
I hear on the grape vine that you have some interesting times
This allowed for the most personally satisfying and ahead. I do wonder what railway men of the previous
generation would think! (Both from the Drivers and Junior
rewarding portion of my 30 years of Union membership.
Railway management)
Thanks again and regards to all.
I wish you all the very best for the future in your constant
‘square jawing’ with the present management.

Brian Kibbis

This is a letter to advise you that I will be resigning from the As for me being retired, 3 days after my last day my wife
union due to me taking up a position as a Depo Driver Bernadette and I were presented with our first grandchild, a
lovely little girl. - so much for ‘retirement’.
Manager, beginning from 1/9/2014.
I would also like to thank you and the rest of the officials for
their support and hard work over the years.
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RAIL, TRAM & BUS UNION VICTORIA
LOCOMOTIVE DIVISION

Membership Form
I.............................................................. the undersigned hereby apply to become a member for the Australian Rail,
Tram & Bus Industry Union, An Organisation of Employees registered under the Australian Industrial Relations Act
1988 as amended, and hereby undertake to comply with the rules and by-laws for the time being of the union.
Mr

Mrs

Ms

Miss (Cross out which is not applicable)

Surname:......................................................................Given Name:..............................................................
Address:.......................................................................................................................Post Code:..................
Home Ph. No:................................................................................Mobile:.....................................................
Email:............................................................................................Date of Birth:............./............../..............
Employer:.................................................................................. ..Employee Number:....................................
Date Commenced:........................................................................Grade:.

Trainee

or

Qualified.

Location:............................................................Work Address:.....................................................................
Work Ph. No:......................................................Work Fax No:......................................................................
I certify that I have received a copy of rule 14, Notification of Registration from Membership

Date:............../............./................

Signature:..................................................................

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………...........
Please keep the following for your reference.)
reference.)
Rule 14:

- A member may resign from membership of the Union by written notice addressed and delivered to the Secretary of his/her branch.
- A notice of resignation from membership of the Union takes effect:
• On the day on which the notice is received by the Union; or
• On the day specified in the notice, which is a day not earlier than the day when the member ceases to be eligible to become a
member, whichever is later; or
• In other cases;
ο At the end of three months; or
ο On the day which is specified in the notice: Whichever is later.
- Any subscription, fees, fines and levies owing but not paid by a former member of the Union in relation to a period before the
member’s resignation took effect, may be sued for and recovered in the name of the Union in a Court of competent jurisdiction, as
a debt to the Union.
- A notice delivered to the Branch Secretary shall be deemed to have been received by the Union when it was delivered.
- A notice of resignation that has been received by the Union is not invalid because it was not addressed and delivered to the Branch
Secretary.
- A resignation from membership of the Union is valid even if it is not effected in accordance with this Rule if the member is informed
in writing by or on behalf of the Union that the resignation has been accepted.
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